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Kia Weatherspoon’s interior design
company, Determined by Design,
has a unique niche — she serves the
most underserved by specializing
in affordable housing. In the past
two years, her firm designed 2,000
units and 65,000 square feet of
public spaces, while also growing
revenue by 200 percent in 2017.
Weatherspoon is also a founding
board member of Room to Rebloom,
a nonprofit creating healing home
environments for survivors of
domestic violence.
R What do you hope will be the
biggest change to your industry
40 years from now? That housing
will no longer be segregated by age
or income
Debbie Tang, a partner in minority-owned
executive search firm Bridge Partners,
is focused on increasing the number of
women and people of color on boards and
in executive positions. She opened the
firm’s D.C. office — it’s based in New York
— and, being fluent in Mandarin, helps U.S.
clients hiring domestically and overseas.
Before Bridge Partners, Tang spent six years
as managing director at Major, Lindsey &
Africa’s in-house practice group and was an
in-house counsel for
Marriott International
Inc.
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R What do you
hope will be the
biggest change
to your industry
40 years from
now? More mobility
and flexibility. No
such thing as a
headquarters so I
never have to hear
“but I don’t want to
relocate to…” ever
again.
R What do you
hope to be doing
in retirement?
Traveling the world
and maybe the
moon and Mars to.
But still increasing
diversity, inclusion
and equity at the
highest levels, no
matter where I am in
the universe.

R What futuristic
tech do you wish you could incorporate
in your daily life? Teleportation to avoid
D.C. traffic and endless waits at the airport
R If your life could most resemble any
sci-fi film or show, which would it be?
“The Jetsons.” Still waiting for my flying car!
R A colony is built on Mars. Are you
moving? Yes! I’d open the Mars branch of
my family’s restaurant, A&J. Martians need
delicious noodles and dumplings too.
R If you had your choice of futuristic
superpower, what would it be? Reading
minds so I can figure out just what those
Martians are thinking.
— Andy Medici

WHAT DO YOU THINK WILL
BE THE BOOMING NEW
INDUSTRIES IN 2058?

In the 1970s, they lined up for
gas. In 2058, we’ll be lining up for
water. Natural resource creation
and distribution will be more vital
than ever.

R What do you think will be the
booming new industries in 2058?
The booming industry should be
investing more in people to create
sustainable employment models
in an automation- and tech-driven
culture.
R What do you hope to be doing
in retirement? Wow, retirement isn’t
in the plans. I am living my purpose.
It will evolve, I am sure, as I get
older, but why stop if I love it?
R If you could have tech replace
one work task in the future, it
would be: Email. There must be a
better way.
R What futuristic tech do you
wish you could incorporate in
your daily life? Music selections
that automatically play based on my
mood. Like, I literally don’t have to
find the right song — it just starts
playing.
R If your life could most resemble
any sci-fi film or show, which
would it be? I grew up watching
“Star Trek.” My dad was a Trekkie.
I was always drawn to Uhura. Her
character was powerful and refined.
I loved that she could exist in that
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space — no pun intended — so I
wanted to exist there.
R A colony is built on Mars. Are
you moving? If there’s a beach, red

wine and great shoe shops. I’d make
sure the quality of design is equal in
my new colony, of course.
— Carolyn M. Proctor

Ann Yang co-founded anti-food-waste
company Misfit Juicery with Georgetown
University classmate Phil Wong when
both were still in college. Their bottled
juices — made with “ugly,” discarded
produce — first hit campus shelves in
November 2014; now, they’re growing
across Washington and New York, with
eyes toward becoming more than a
juicing startup. The six-person company
is adding flavors, forming partnerships,
developing new products, fundraising
and hiring. Yang and Wong have won
close to $100,000 in nonequity grants,
including $25,000 from the Chobani
Food Incubator and $30,000 from the
Leonsis Family Entrepreneurship Prize
through Georgetown University.
R What do you hope will be the
biggest change to your industry 40
years from now? You’re starting to see
this more and more — public figures in
the food space are starting to become
activists/advocates of social issues that
they care about. I hope that in 40 years,
this becomes more widely spread.
Whether it’s food labor, refugees, waste
or environmentalism, it’s been really
awesome to see how the food system is
the apparatus in which many different
social issues are addressed.

